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Wheeled mobile robots (WMRs) in real complex environments such as on extraterrestrial planets are confronted with uncertain
external disturbances and strong coupling of wheel-ground interactions while tracking commanded trajectories. Methods based
on sliding mode control (SMC) are popular approaches for these situations. Traditional SMC has some potential problems, such
as slow convergence, poor robustness, and excessive output chattering. In this paper, a kinematic-based feed-forward control
model is designed for WMRs with longitudinal slippage and applied to the closed-loop control system for active compensation
of time-varying slip rates. And a new adaptive SMC method is proposed to guide a WMR in trajectory tracking missions based
on the kinematic model of a general WMR. This method combines the adaptive control method and a fast double-power
reaching law with the SMC method. A complete control loop with active slip compensation and adaptive SMC is thus
established. Simulation results show that the proposed method can greatly suppress chattering and improve the robustness of
trajectory tracking. The feasibility of the proposed method in the real world is demonstrated by experiments with a skid-steered
WMR on the loose-soil terrain.

1. Introduction

Wheeled mobile robots (WMRs) have been widely utilized
for exploration tasks on both earth and extraterrestrial bodies.
Many current researchers make assumptions that the wheels
and the ground have no relative slip or skidding, to simplify
the description and analysis of the external uncertainty. How-
ever, when WMRs locomote on soft or rugged terrain, which
is a nonholonomic constraint system as in [1, 2], control laws
developed with the ideal assumptions may not ensure a decent
real-time performance of tracking trajectories.

Some researchers performed a series of studies on the
dynamic interaction between WMRs’ wheels and unstruc-
tured terrain [3–5]. They intended to reveal the mechanism
of the occurrence of slippage and skid, and thus, the control
model can be theoretically accurate. But due to the complex-
ity of a dynamic integral model and the difficulty of making
necessary measurements, these mechanism-based control
laws have been difficult to be directly applied to real WMRs

so far. On the other hand, kinematic models are relatively
concise and easy to establish. They are often utilized with dif-
ferent control laws [6, 7] for real-time applications. However,
these methods usually treat the uncertainty of WMRs on soft
or rugged terrains as external interferences, which greatly
decrease their robustness in real environments.

The capability of WMR tracking trajectories can be
viewed as a nonlinear question which is strongly coupled
with real environments and WMR models. Sliding mode
control (SMC) is a popular approach for trajectory tracking
under these circumstances. The reaching law generally has
a significant effect on the performance of the entire SMC
loop. The constant reaching law [8] is easy to implement
but has a low convergence rate. An exponential reaching
law [9] can converge quickly but suffers from obvious chat-
tering when approaching the sliding surface. The power
reaching law [10] can be relatively steady around the sliding
surface, but its convergence is slow when the state of the sys-
tem is far from the steady-state surface. Therefore, some
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researchers have endeavored to balance these characteristics
to find solutions for practical problems. Matraji et al. [7]
applied the double-power reaching law to solve the control
problem for the descending stage for a soft landing on an
asteroid. Gu et al. [11] designed a double-power reaching rate
for near space vehicle control, which guarantees good
dynamic characteristics of the trajectory tracking.

Although the methods mentioned above have some pos-
itive characteristics in certain circumstances, they still lack
the ability to suppress output chattering. This can cause
unpredictable results for robots’motion in complex environ-
ments. Therefore, adaptive control is necessary for the situa-
tions when the task requirements put a high priority on
stability. Liu et al. [12] applied fuzzy wavelet neural networks
to SMC for robot manipulators, achieving a better perfor-
mance by compensating for the estimated uncertainty. Yen
et al. [13] proposed an adaptive fast double-power approach
for motion tracking of a two dimensional table servo system.
Wang et al. [14] proposed an adaptive second-order SMC
approach for the trajectory tracking of a skid-steered WMR
to overcome external disturbances and parametric uncer-
tainty. These methods have demonstrated that adaptive
methods can improve the robustness of the control systems.

This paper analyzes the process of the WMR’s locomo-
tion coupled with longitudinal slippage when performing
skid-steering. An active feed-forward slip compensation
model of time-varying slip rates is developed. We then focus
on the common trajectory tracking problem and propose a
new adaptive SMC method with a fast double-power reach-
ing rate. A complete control loop for trajectory tracking is
thus established. A series of simulations and experiments
on the loose-soil terrain were performed to demonstrate the
feasibility of the proposed control method.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. The
common kinematic model of a skid-steered WMR is pre-
sented in Section 2. The steering locomotion process coupled
with time-varying slippage is analyzed in Section 3. The new
adaptive SMC law is proposed with necessary derivations,
and the entire control loop is presented in Section 4. The sim-
ulation results for theWMR tracking different trajectories are
shown and analyzed in Section 5. The experiment results
using the proposed control method forWMR tracking trajec-
tories in a real complex environment are shown in Section 6.
Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 7.

2. The Kinematic Model of the WMR

The common and simplified two-wheel kinematic model of a
WMR is illustrated in Figure 1. We assume the wheels of both
sides can only move longitudinally to perform skid steering.
A general four-wheeled mobile robot can be deemed as shar-
ing the same kinematic model previously mentioned when
the wheels in the same side rotate in an equivalent velocity.
The position of the steering center in a two-dimensional
global coordinate frame is qc = xc yc θc

T .
In Figure 1, the skid-steering center is marked by C. The

geometric centers of the equivalent wheels on both sides are
collinear with C with a spacing of 2l. The diameter of the
wheels is 2r. Variables vc and ωc are the commanded linear
and angular velocity of the steering center, respectively. Var-
iable θc is the current included angle between vc and the pos-
itive direction of X axis. The kinematic model of the WMR is
then written as

qc =
xc

yc

θc

=
cos θc 0
sin θc 0
0 1

vc

ωc

1

Let qr = xr yr θr
T be the desired pose of the WMR.

The pose error between the current and desired poses, in the
local coordinate system of the WMR, is described as

qe =
xe

ye

θe

=
cos θc sin θc 0
−sin θc cos θc 0

0 0 1

xr − xc

yr − yc

θr − θc

2

The differential form of the pose error is therefore
described as

qe =
xe

ye

θe

=
yeωc − vc + vr cos θe
vr sin θe − xeωc

ωr − ωc

3

The local coordinate frame and positive directions
attached the robot body and equivalent wheels while skid-
steering is as illustrated in Figure 2. vl and vr are the com-
manded linear velocities of equivalent wheels in both sides,
respectively, which are parallel to vc. ωcl and ωcr are the com-
manded angular velocities of the left and right equivalent
wheels, with collinear rotation axes. Positive directions of lin-
ear and angular velocities are as the arrows pointing.

According to the kinematic model of the WMR, the rela-
tionship between the locomotive states of the equivalent
wheels and the steering center while having slippage is
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Figure 1: Wheeled mobile robot pose error.
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where vsl and vsr are the effective linear velocities of the
equivalent wheels with slippage.

3. Active Feed-Forward Slip Compensation

Some researchers have managed to compensate for wheel
slippage by predicting the probable slip rate with prior data
[4, 15]. However, this approach relies on measured data in
specific terrain conditions, which is not robust with respect
to a changeable or unknown environment. In this paper, we
consider the longitudinal slippage of aWMR as time-varying,
so that online compensation is possible.

During our research on WMRs on surfaces with loose
soil, we found that skids can occur when the slip rates of
the two wheels are inharmonious or when the slope of the
terrain is too steep. This complexity makes the skid model
hard to predict and establish. On the other hand, the com-
pensation of time-varying longitudinal slippages can be
achieved by estimating the real-time slip rates of two equiva-
lent wheels on both sides. Thus, when the effect on locomo-
tion from the skid is weaker than that of slippage, we can
compensate for the longitudinal slippage while treating skids
as external bounded disturbances.

Under the condition that the internal mechanical trans-
mission loss of a WMR is omitted, we define the slip rates
of the equivalent wheels as

ssl =
vl − vsl
vsl

,

ssr =
vr − vsr
vsr

,
5

where ssl and ssr are the slip rates of the left and right equiv-
alent wheels.

According to vc = 1/2 vl + vr and ωc = 1/2l −vl + vr ,
we can describe the actual measured kinematic state Va of
the WMR steering center as

Va =
va

ωa

= Es q
vsl

vsr
=

vl

vr
− Es q

δsl

δsr
, 6

where

Es q =

1
2

1
2

−
1
2l

1
2l

, 7

δsl = sslvl, and δsr = ssrvr are the velocity losses; va and ωa
are the measured actual linear and angular velocities of the
steering center.

From equation (6), we find that there are uncertain veloc-
ity losses when the slip rates are time-varying. To compen-
sate for the loss, we differentiate both sides of equation (4)
with respect to time:

vsl = r ωcl −
1
r
sslvsl + sslvsl ,

vsr = r ωcr −
1
r
ssrvsr + ssrvsr

8

We then find that

Va =
va

ωa

=
vc

ωc

−Ms1
va

ωa

−Ms2
va

ωa

, 9

where

Ms1 =

1
2 ssl + ssr

l
2 ssr − ssl

1
2l ssr − ssl

1
2 ssl + ssr

,

Ms2 =

1
2 ssl + ssr

l
2 ssr − ssl

1
2l ssr − ssl

1
2 ssl + ssr

10

Let Vs = vs ωs
T =Vc −Va be the active slip compen-

sation control input calculated based on equation (9):

Vs =Ms1
va

ωa

+Ms2
va

ωa

11

We can then actively compensate for the effect of the
time-varying slippage of both equivalent wheels on both
acceleration and velocity levels when the skid-steering of
the WMR couples with the longitudinal slippage.

4. The Design of an Adaptive SMC Law

The slip compensation approach described above is insuffi-
cient to guarantee the performance of trajectory tracking in
soft or rugged environments. Therefore, we designed a new
adaptive SMC law to solve this problem.
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Figure 2: The local coordinate frame attached the robot body and
wheels.
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According to the theorem in article [16]: for any x ∈ R
and x →∞, there is ϕ x = x sin arctan x ≥ 0. The “ = ”

holds if and only if there is x = 0.
If xe = 0, let the Lyapunov function be

ℒ y =
1
2 ye

2 12

If θe = − arctan vrye , there is

ℒ y = yeye = ye va sin θe − xeωc

= −yexeωc − vrye sin arctan vrye
13

Thus, ℒ y ≤ 0 holds when vrye sin arctan vrye ≥ 0. It
means that ye will converge to zero when xe converges to zero
and θe converges to “−arctan vaye ”.

Therefore, the sliding mode function is designed as

s =
s1

s2
=

xe

θe + arctan vaye
14

We chose the double-power reaching law as in article [17]:

s = −k1 s
a1 sgn s − k2 s

a2 sgn s − k3s, 15

where k1, k2, k3 > 0, 0 < a1 < 1, and a2 > 1.
The stability of equation (15) can be proved by selecting

the Lyapunov function as ℒ s = 0 5s2. Because there is

ℒ s = ss = s −k1 s
a1 sgn s − k2 s

a2 sgn s − k3s

= −k1 s
a1+1 sgn s − k2 s

a2+1 sgn s − k3s
2 ≤ 0

16

According to equation (14), the sliding surface of the
WMR trajectory tracking system is designed as

s =
s1

s2
=

−k11 s1
a11 sgn s1 − k12 s1

a12 sgn s1 − k13s1

−k21 s2
a21 sgn s2 − k22 s2

a22 sgn s2 − k23s2

=
xe

θe +
∂α
∂vr

vr +
∂α
∂ye

ye
,

17

where ∂α/∂vr = ye/ 1 + vrye
2 , ∂α/∂ye = vr/ 1 + vrye

2 .
This is actually a fast double-power reaching law [10].

Let the desired control input for the WMR be Vr =
vr ωr

T calculated based on the desired input trajectory.
And the relative parameters in equations (14) and (17) can
be calculated through the kinematic model in Section 2. Va
is the measured actual kinematic state of the WMR as men-
tioned above. Vc = vc ωc

T is the commanded kinematic
state from the SMC control law. The actual locomotive error
based on kinematics is Ve = Vr −Va, which satisfies Ve =
ve ωe

T ≤ ε1 ε2
T for certain, where ε1 and ε2 are

positive constant values. We use a general adaptive function
k = μD t to design the adaptive control input, where μ is
the coefficient and D t is the positive adaptive value chang-
ing with time t.

We can thus achieve the adaptive SMC control law based
on equations (3), (14), and (17):

where μ11, μ12, μ21, μ22 > 0. D̂1 t and D̂2 t are the expected
values about bounded interferences. There must exist posi-
tive constant values satisfying D1 ≤ ε∗1 and D2 ≤ ε∗2 . They are
achieved from

D̂1 t = ves1 ,

D̂2 t = ωes2

19

The stability of the proposed adaptive SMC law in equa-
tion (18) is proved as follows. Let the Lyapunov function be

ℒ v t = 1
2 s

2
1 +

1
2 γ D∧1 − ε∗1

2, 20

where γ is a positive constant value.

We can then derive out that

ℒ v t = s1s1 + γ D̂1 − ε∗1 D̂1 = s1 −μ11D̂1 s1
a11 sgn s1

− μ12D̂1 s1
a12 sgn s1 − k13s1 + γ D̂1 − ε∗1 D̂1

≤ −μ11D̂1 s1
a11 s1 − μ12D̂1 s1

a12 s1
+ γ D̂1 − ε∗1 ves1 − k13s

2
1

= −ε∗1μ11 s1
a11 s1 + ε∗1 − D̂1 μ11 s1

a11 s1
− ε∗1 − D̂1 γ ves1 − μ12D̂1 s1

a12 s1 − k13s
2
1

= −ε∗1μ11 s1
a11 s1 − ε∗1μ12 s1

a12 s1
− ε∗1 − D̂1 γ ve − μ11 s1

a11 s1
− ε∗1 − D̂1 γ ve − μ12 s1

a12 s1 − k13s
2
1

21

vc

ωc

=
yeωc + vr cos θe + μ11D̂1 t s1

a11 sgn s1 + μ12D̂1 t s1
a12 sgn s1 + k13s1

ωr + ∂α/∂vr vr + ∂α/∂ye vr sin θe + μ21D̂2 t s2
a21 sgn s2 + μ21D̂2 t s2

a22 sgn s2 + k23s2
1 + ∂α/∂ye xe

, 18
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The stability of equation (21) holds when ℒ v t ≤ 0. This
means as long as γ satisfies the inequalities γ > 1 + μ11
s1

a11 / ve and γ > 1 + μ12 s1
a12 / ve , the stability holds.

By similarly analyzing the inequality about s2, there must
exist γ which causes the inequality γ >max 1 + μ11 s1

a11 /
ve , 1 + μ12 s1

a12 / ve , 1 + μ21 s1
a21 / ωe , 1 + μ22 s1

a22 /
ωe to hold obviously. We can thus achieve that the system
tends to be stable in finite time referring to article [18].

Since s and Ve are uncertain and covariant with motion,

the integral of D̂ t can be too large. Therefore, we set thresh-
old conditions to prevent the adaptive parameters from accu-
mulating too fast:

D̂1 t =
ves1 , ves1 ≥ δ1,
0, others,

D̂2 t =
ωes2 , ωes2 ≥ δ2,
0, others,

22

where δ1 and δ2 are small positive values.
After the establishment of the adaptive SMC control

model, the entire control loop is achieved as illustrated in
Figure 3. The structure is quite straightforward and the slip
compensation has been discussed in Section 3.

5. Simulations and Analysis

We performed simulations on whether the active slip com-
pensation is applied as feed-forward and whether the adap-
tive function is applied to the SMC in MATLAB on a
platform with an Intel® G4600 CPU. The units were SI in
all simulations.

5.1. Simulations on Active Slip Compensation. The traditional
SMC with a fast double-power reaching law can be achieved
by substituting the parameters in equation (18) as follows:

k11 = μ11D̂1 t , k12 = μ12D̂1 t ,
k21 = μ21D̂2 t , k22 = μ22D̂2 t ,

23

where k11, k12, k21, and k22 are positive values. The reason we
chose the traditional SMC for comparison is that we want to
show how much the slip compensation alone can improve
the trajectory tracking performance of SMC without the
adaptive functions.

We assumed that the time-varying slip rates were ssl =
ssr = 0 5 sin t . The interval distance between the centers of
two equivalent wheels was l = 0 1, and the simulated WMR’s
geometric center started off from 0, 0 to follow a circular
trajectory in a two-dimensional space. The commanded tra-
jectory was described as xr = 4 cos t, yr = 4 sin t, and θr =
t + π/2, where t is the simulation time. The parameters used
for the traditional SMC law were

k11 = k12 = k21 = k22 = 1, k13 = k23 = 5,
a11 = a21 = 2, a12 = a22 = 0 5

24

The simulation results for the WMR’s motion while
tracking the commanded circular trajectory are shown in
Figure 4. The results for errors in the X-direction, the Y
-direction, and the steering angle are shown in Figures 5–7,
respectively. The comparison of absolute error ratios for
tracking the circular trajectory is shown in Table 1. The abso-
lute error ratio is calculated from the accumulated simulation

Kinematic
model

Adaptive
SMC

Slip
compensation(𝜈r, 𝜔r) (𝜈e, 𝜔e) (𝜈c, 𝜔c) (𝜈a, 𝜔a)

Figure 3: The main control loop.
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Figure 4: The position comparison with active slip compensation.
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error divided by the accumulated desired output. The lower
the absolute error ratio is, the better the capability of instan-
taneous responding is for that method.

When the slippage is time-varying and bounded, the
traditional SMC law cannot promise steady tracking of a
desired trajectory. On the other hand, trajectory tracking is
obviously stable while applying slip compensation. Although
active slip compensation leads to a higher error ratio in the X
-direction, it still promises lower error ratios in the Y-direc-
tion and the steering angle. The output chattering caused
by external uncertainty is significantly suppressed. It means
that the feed-forward control path we design is necessary
for a WMR tracking trajectories in uncertain environments
with wheel slippage.

5.2. Simulations of the Adaptive SMC. To show how the adap-
tive function affects the SMC performance, we designed a
cosine curve as the target trajectory for a more complex sim-
ulation. The time-varying slip rates were set to ssl = ssr = 0 5

sin t . We assumed theWMR’s geometric center started from
0, 0 and tracked the cosine trajectory described by xr = t,
yr = 2 cos t/3 + π/6 , and θr ∈ −π, π , where t is the simula-
tion time. The parameters of the traditional SMC were the
same as in the previous section. The adaptive SMC parame-
ters were similarly set as

μ11 = μ12 = μ21 = μ22 = 0 001, k13 = k23 = 5,
a11 = a21 = 2, a12 = a22 = 0 5,
δ1 = δ2 = 0 01

25

Both methods used for comparison were implemented
by adding the active slip feed-forward. The simulation result
for position changes while tracking the cosine trajectory in a
two-dimensional space is shown in Figure 8. The compari-
sons for errors in the X-direction, the Y-direction, and
the steering angle are shown in Figures 9–11, respectively.
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Figure 5: The comparison of error in the X-direction with active slip compensation.
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The value changes of the adaptive functions are shown in
Figure 12. Thus, we have shown that the chattering of the
traditional SMC has been significantly suppressed by the
adaptive function along the tracking process except around
the first sharp turn. This is because the robustness is weak
when the adaptive parameters are initially adjusting them-
selves. But once the adaptive adjustment is nearly finished,
the robustness will be obviously better than methods without
adaptive control.

The comparison of accumulated absolute error ratios for
the cosine trajectory tracking is shown in Table 2. The accu-
mulating error of the steering angle is quite large with both
methods, because the steering angle constantly adjusts to
the cosine curve and needs to turn sharply. The overall error
of the adaptive SMC is slightly higher than that of the tradi-
tional SMC. This is because the adaptive adjustment of
parameters can delay the response speed, resulting in higher
error ratios in the system. The traditional SMC usually
responds faster to the desired trajectory changing but has
obviously more chattering. Therefore, the adaptive SMC is
suitable for tracking missions putting priority to steadiness
and smoothness, instead of the capability of instantaneous
response. This feature makes our method appropriate for
the trajectory tracking missions as mentioned in Section 1.

The chattering usually occurs during the starting period
and rapid steering angle changing. From the simulations
described above, we can conclude that both the active slip
feed-forward and the adaptive control functions can signif-

icantly suppress the chattering of the system, without
sacrificing much performance in simulations. The external
interferences caused by slip loss and unpredictable errors
were greatly suppressed. These improvements are impor-
tant not only for simulations but also for practical usage.
This is because the actual disturbances to a WMR in a real
and complex environment are usually more unpredictable,
which will be discussed in the following section.

6. Experiments and Analysis

To demonstrate the improvement to the performance of tra-
jectory tracking by implementing the active slip compensa-
tion and the adaptive SMC, we performed a series of
experiments with aWMR on loose soil. It carried a Raspberry
Pi mounted by the ROS (Robot Operating System). The real-
time actual pose of theWMRwas measured by the OptiTrack
visual measurement system. The experiment scene is shown
in Figure 13. The units were SI in all experiments.

We performed cosine trajectory tracking experiments with
four different methods. They were open-loop experiments
with and without active slip compensation and closed-loop
experiments using SMC with and without adaptive control.
The control frequency was 17Hz for all methods.

With the units being SI, the desired cosine trajectory was
as xr = πt/60, yr = 0 4 cos 3 5xr − 0 4, and θr ∈ −π, π ,
where t is the running time. The desired velocities were cal-
culated using position and angular differentiation. The
parameters for the traditional SMC and the adaptive SMC
were set as

k11 = k12 = 0 005, k21 = k22 = 0 1,
μ11 = μ12 = 0 001, μ21 = μ22 = 0 004,
k13 = 0 01, k23 = 1,
a11 = 0 05, a21 = 0 1, a12 = 1 5, a22 = 2,
δ1 = δ2 = 0 001

26
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Figure 7: The comparison of error in the steering angle with active slip compensation.

Table 1: The comparison of the accumulated absolute error ratios
while tracking a circular trajectory.

X-direction Y-direction
Steering
angle

Without slip feed-forward 18.538% 10.159% 10.911%

With slip feed-forward 24.428% 1.19% 4.951%
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The experiment results of the WMR’s positions on loose
soil are shown in Figure 14. The experiment results of errors
in the X-direction, the Y-direction, and the steering angle are
shown in Figures 15–17, respectively. The value changes of
the adaptive functions are shown in Figure 18. The slip
rate changes of the WMR are shown in Figure 19. When
the damping of the system is unpredictable, such as in our
experiments where the WMR locomotes on loose soil, the
chattering can obviously affect the overall trajectory tracking
performance. The undulation of actual longitudinal slippage
with the adaptive SMC was less severe than with traditional
SMC as shown in the results.

The comparison of absolute error ratios of tracking
the cosine trajectory with these different control methods is
shown in Table 3. Although the traditional SMC can have

lower error ratios according to the simulation results in the
previous section, its lacking capability of suppressing the
occurrence of chattering results in relatively worse tracking
performance in our experiments. The adaptive SMC outper-
forms the other methods in all respects we are interested in.

It also should be mentioned that both the SMC
methods failed when there was no slip feed-forward path
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Table 2: The comparison of accumulated absolute error ratios from
SMC tracking a cosine trajectory.

X-direction Y-direction Steering angle

Traditional SMC 2.35% 23.866% 342.25%

Adaptive SMC 2.524% 24.387% 342.07%
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and thus are not shown in the comparisons. The WMR
lacking slip compensation gets stuck in spinning, which
indicates that this feed-forward can be indispensable in a
real complex environment.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we described an active slip feed-forward com-
pensation for the WMR control system based on the time-
varying longitudinal slippage, which makes the trajectory
tracking mission in complex environments such as on loose
soil viable with the general WMRs. We proposed a new adap-
tive SMC with a fast double-power reaching law for the
WMR to effectively track commanded trajectories. By com-
bining the adaptive SMC with the slip feed-forward, the
chattering of the WMR’s trajectory has been significantly
suppressed. However, in our simulation, this results in
slightly higher error rates than using the traditional SMC
approach. To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
method in complex environments, we conducted a series of
trajectory tracking experiments on loose-soil terrain with
our WMR using a ROS. The experimental results show that
by reducing the chattering caused by the wheel-soil slippage
and the control law, the tracking errors were significantly
decreased. The method proposed in this paper outperforms
all other competitors under similar experiment conditions
in all respects we are interested in.

Although there were some positive results in the simula-
tions and experiments, we found that the tracking errors are
still not negligible during real-world experiments. The main
reason is that sharp turns on soft terrain exceeded the
mechanical capability of our WMR, resulting in wheels sink-
ing into loose soil at some moments. This means that the cur-
rent control scheme of continuously pushing the WMR
forward should be improved in our further research for a bet-
ter trajectory tracking performance.
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Table 3: The comparison of accumulated absolute error ratios with different control methods for tracking a cosine trajectory.

X-direction Y-direction Steering angle

Open-loop, without slip compensation 13.082% 46.608% 62.828%

Open-loop, with slip compensation 14.427% 60.566% 55.195%

Traditional SMC with slip compensation 10.59% 22.425% 20.799%

Adaptive SMC with slip compensation 7.457% 19.612% 17.558%
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Supplementary Materials

The experiment video shows the experiment of using the
WMR to track a cosine trajectory with 4 different methods
as mentioned in Section 6 of the manuscript. (Supplementary
Materials)
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